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Bio 

 

Naomi Loabile is an interdisciplinary creator-designer currently interested in spatial use, writing, culture 

and heritage, identity, material research, form and function, speculative design, textile, and print. She is 

rooted in the process of creation using her own hands. The outcomes of projects stem from a connection 

or source of inspiration found within each design done. “Within each project, I strive to learn, grow, 

inform, express, and explore new avenues and directions that can be created with design in various 

forms.” 
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Abstract  

 

The narrative project, Heritage of the moment, questions what it means to be African in a time of constantly 

changing perceptions through fiction writing and image-making. Weaving influences from 

Africanfuturism, Africanjujuism* and sci-fi to explore, question and express heritage, culture, and 

traditions. In the form of two short stories, based on Africanfuturism and Africanjujuism, photography 

and collage work. 

“Coming from a biracial background, my heritage is both colonised and coloniser. As such, the 

understanding of identity is complex and constantly in transition.”  

As the blending of people and cultures continues to grow and expand, the population of biracial and 

multiracial individuals grows. Whether brought up within both, multiple or just one culture, there is a 

hunger, a curiosity to find out more. It is human nature to want to know more, to discover. Self-identity 

can be tied to different things for different people. However, culture and traditions can play a role in this. 

Embedded into parents and their upbringing, and their parents’ upbringing, their upbringing has ties to 

their heritage and traditions. Knowing about past traditions, cultures, and heritage can shed light and 

understanding into the matter of self-understanding and identification. 

*Africanjujuism is a form of science-fiction. It respectfully acknowledges African spiritualities and 

cosmologies as a base for alternative imaging futures.   
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Design Analysis  

 

The start of this project stems from the research done within my thesis. During the time, I researched 

bringing traditional arts and crafts of Botswana into the modern-day context while still maintaining the 

traditional way things are done. I came across a TED talk by Nendi Okorafor, which led me to find an 

article about Africanfuturism and Africanjujuism as the Afrofuturism definitions did not fit into her 

work.1 The discovery of this brought about the start of writing fictional short stories based on her terms. 

As time progressed, I began to question what it meant to myself to be an African in today’s world. I 

approached the project to explore what being an African means to me and how I could project that 

exploration to an audience, thinking about the past, the possibility, hope for the future within that 

context. The view of Africans from the rest of the world is constantly in flux. As such, I wanted to see 

where I would place myself within it all. From the development of the stories came the creation of 

embodying the ancestors. I put myself in front of the camera donned with body paint representing 

different markings and patterns from around the continent. In collaboration with German graphic 

designer Lisa Geyersbach behind the camera along with Icelandic fine artist Guðný Sara Birgisdóttir 

behind imprinting me with the various marks of the continent, symbolising and creating greatness, power 

and beauty of culture, traditions, and beliefs. The result began to develop into my idea of the spirituality 

of the ancestors. Using long exposure photography and layering images to create a sense of movement 

from images and capturing the lure of wanting to know more about them.   

 

When I speak of changing perceptions, I refer to the constantly shifting opinions towards the African 

continent and African people. That come and go, fluctuating based on information they are receiving of 

and about African people and the circumstances of the continent. Often, the narratives projected into the 

world, not made or formed by those within the continent. They are started by outsiders, possibly with 

tunnel vision on what they see or hear and how they later relay the information—perhaps wanting to 

keep the control of narrative over others. Though as technology becomes widely available within the 

continent, connecting people across it and the world. The sharing of information has become more 

accessible. As a result, Africans have started narrating for themselves, unlike before when it was done 

without regard. However, there is still an ample amount of catch up to be done with the rest of the world. 

The creation and use of the circular form on which the images projected are a reference to rondeval 

thatch housing traditional to not only Botswana but the circular shape can be found throughout the 

continent as traditional housing. The purpose of having a sheer material in the circular form is to allow 

for a different perspective of the images that are shown. In combination with the fine metal mesh, the 

illusion given off and through the materials creates an entirely different experience of the images 

 
1 Nendi Okorafor, “Africanfuturism Defined”, Nnedi’s Wahala Zone Blog, October 19, 2019, 

http://nnedi.blogspot.com/2019/10/africanfuturism-defined.html. 

 

http://nnedi.blogspot.com/2019/10/africanfuturism-defined.html
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projected. Being able to see visuals from within the circle, surrounded, but to walk around and take in 

each image and the subtle change in the illumination of the images.  

 

They create an environment/atmosphere that guides the viewer to step outside of what they know. An 

invitation to experience something different to what they know. An offer to come back to or revisit 

something they know or have known in their life. A space that surrounds the viewer and invites them to 

be. Sitting or kneeling within the circle allows some of their senses to rest and take a moment while others 

experience what is around them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

View from within the circle.                                               View from the exterior of the circle.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circular form set up before projections are on. 

 
2 Images shown without wire mesh. 
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The photographs capture the way I see and envision spirituality and ancestors as these elusive figures. In 

combination with layering the images, the long exposure photography gives a glimpse into how I perceive 

them—a blur with only a hint at the whole picture. The images are an ode to the past and an offering to 

the future. They are a connection to something bigger than me. The goal of the images and collages is to 

provoke a conversation about what people think an African is, on more than just a physical level. In how 

culture and traditions come into play. To display the complexity and simplicity of culture, traditions, and 

beliefs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visuals from projections 

 

An idealisation of connection to heritage, traditions, the past, to culture. A form of living genuine but still 

able to compete and participate in the world of today. An idealisation of significant Africa. Looking for an 
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answer as to why being African is so prominent within the identity when it is not so for other countries. It 

seems that it is only within the countries that are ‘minorities’ within the west. Such as Asian and African 

ethnicities. However, the African population is one of the highest rising rates in the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collage image 

 

The audio piece taken from the short story texts I wrote is seen as a utopian view of the future. A return 

to what we once were before colonialism. It is possible to be a part of the world emersed in technology but 

still have our culture and traditions be a part of who we are. Technology and the opinions and choices of 

others should not stop Africans from being Africans.  The short fictional stories, accompanied by long 

exposure photography and portraits, create obscured photography, powerful imagery and grant room for 

interpretation. The layering of the long exposure photos to create the illusion of movement brings the 

stories alive visually. 

 

By writing and recording two short stories, I brought forward both elements of Africanfuturism and 

Africanjujuism. Creating dynamic scenes touched on different aspects of wisdom, slavery, mastery, future 

technology, the return to culture and traditions, and other topics/aspects. Through writing, I was able to 

explore and convey different things challenging and faced by the continent. Each short story brings about 

various challenges faced by the continent. Fictional writing granted the freedom to generate a narrative to 

express some of the different topics mentioned above. There are no constraints in fictional writing that I 

had to adhere to when writing my short stories. Africanjujuism allows for the expansion of something 

that was not available before. With the vast differences of spiritualities, folklore tales of creation and gods 

within the African continent. This brings about new ways to bring forward and integrate culture and 
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heritage to breathe it into the future. To hold a place in our current times through new creative and 

innovative ways while being able to carry them forward as well. My fictional stories bring about Ubuntu, a 

term I discuss as a base from my thesis. Ubuntu means, “I am because we are.” The connection to other 

people, I use it to symbolise the connection characters have with their spirituality and the ancestors and 

gods besides with each other. With the bonds, they come to have, with the realisation of new knowledge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Kun desert scene illustration (fictional story) 

 

Afrofuturism has become a generalisation term by African Americans that speak for all Black people, but 

that is not the case. The need for new terms such as Africanfuturism and Africanjujuism is to express 

themselves in more relevant ways to themselves and their history. African Americans’ history is not only 

that of being forcibly taken from their lands but that of slavery as well. They are still twisted into a 

different narrative with the western world to date, in this case, America. While the Africans who remained 

in Africa have colonialism, and South Africa specifically has apartheid as its history. While both have 

suffered at the hands of colonisers, it is in different ways. This is why when I came across Nendi 

Okorafor’s explanation of these two new terms she had coined. Why she did so, I came to my 

understanding of why I was not so keen at labelling the writings I had begun doing under Afrofuturism. 

The use of collage alongside photography in the project creates new atmospheres and imagery as part of 

the translation. They reflect self, as your flesh is that of your ancestors. You are a part of them as they are 

a part of you.  

 

Through the exploration of answers through different mediums, the audience can experience a multitude 

of answers, from the audio of short texts, photography images, and collage works. Along with the 

publication, which includes responses from various people from Africa regarding the same question I had 

asked myself at the beginning of this project – what does it mean to be an African in a time of constantly 

changing perspectives and technology. Along with my responses to what they said. Bringing poetry in as a 
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way to digest their views into my understanding of their view. By having a QR3 code to access the audio 

of the short stories, individuals can move around the space and experience it while listening to the audio. 

These elements all tie together to bring about new insight into an individual’s view and answer. 

 

For the first time, I feel in a way boastful about my work, even though it took me on an unexpected path. 

To be the focus of the project by putting myself out there. A very raw experience that I am still debating 

on. It pushed me out of my comfort zone to do things that were one day, maybe possible (writing a 

book/story). Being the artist/designer behind the work and within, choosing the direction of the work 

and the outcome.   

 

I translated what I felt like it is to be African right now, simply being yourself. Illusive, creative, beautiful, 

exposed, strong. To do what I do best, to create, explore, write, speak, do. With the authenticity of my 

whole self, culture, traditions included. In a way, this project has brought me closer to myself in belief and 

spirituality. Uncovering the notions of self-awareness, vulnerability, strength, and the infinite depth of 

interpretation of a feeling. I need only look within myself to feel a connection to the past. It is a part of 

me, as I am a part of the future. And the power of connection to a belief. As an individualised-based 

project, the project’s outcome, though challenging, is an investigation into a constantly changing narrative 

that allows for the core of this project to be revisited and translated as time progresses. 

 

The different elements used for the exhibition bring different elements forward. The audio of the short 

texts pays homage to the oral traditions of the continent. The images create a concept about the mystery, 

greatness, power, authority of the gods and ancestors. The energy of the belief that they (ancestors & 

gods) hold/held. The dynamic setup allows for a single person to experience the images from within the 

circle, hear the stories, and come to their view unbiased by others at that moment. Immersed in the 

scenography of the exhibition experience of stepping into something unknown, different, familiar 

depending on the individual. This project is based upon my personal view of myself, culture, traditions, 

and the world. Taking this project on an individualist level, it is possible to translate this exploration into a 

different culture or tradition. The project’s core will always remain a space to explore and question based 

on the individuals’ perspectives and outlooks. The final product of the exploration would then be entirely 

dependent on the translation of the individual in question and their creative process. 

 

 
*3 https://www.naomiloabile.com 
*Subject to change after exhibition. 

https://www.naomiloabile.com/

